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Abstract
The Faddeev AGS equations are solved for coupled-channels K¯NN −piΣN system with quantum num-
bers I = 1/2 and S = 0. Using separable potentials for K¯N − piΣ interaction, we have calculated the
transition probability for the (YK)I=0+N → piΣN reaction. The possibility to observe the trace ofK−pp
quasi-bound state in the piΣN mass spectra was studied. Various types of chiral based and phenomenolog-
ical potentials are used to describe the K¯N − piΣ interaction. It was shown that not only we can see the
signature of theK−pp quasi-bound state in the mass spectra, but also, one can see the trace of branch points
in the observables.
PACS numbers: 13.75.Jz, 14.20.Pt, 21.85.+d, 25.80.Nv
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I. INTRODUCTION
The wish to define a precise interaction model for K¯N interaction is a basic goal in strangeness
nuclear physics. For the past two decades, an enormous amount of efforts has been made to study
the structure of dense kaonic nuclear clusters [1–4]. An important kaonic cluster is the K−pp
system, which is a highly controversies issue in studying the kaonic systems. Many theoretical
calculations were performed, focusing on the K−pp system [5–15]. All few-body calculations
have shown that the K−pp is bound, but with some variation in the values of the extracted pole
energy.
If K−pp system is indeed bound, then the remaining question is whether this state is suffi-
ciently narrow to allow observation and identification. Due to strong absorption of antikaon by
the nucleus, the quasi-bound state in K¯NN system can have a large width. Thus, this may pro-
vide difficulties for direct experimental observation of kaonic bound states in nuclei [16]. Many
experimental efforts have been also performed to explore the pole structure of the K−pp system.
An exclusive analysis of the p+ p→ X +K+, X → p+Λ reaction at 2.85 GeV [17] indicated a
large peak both in the Λp invariant-mass andK+ missing-mass spectra, which had been predicted
in a theoretical works [18, 19]. The observed peak corresponds to the binding energy of about 103
MeV and the width is given as Γ =118 MeV. The K−pp quasi-bound state can be produced in
kaon-induced reactions on light nuclei such as 3He and deuteron, and the signal of the resonance
may be observed in the mass spectra of the final particles. The investigation for the K−pp quasi-
bound state have been further explored through π+ incident reaction d(π+, K+)K−pp by E27
experiment at J-PARC [20]. The d(π+, K+) experiment also revealed a distinct peak in the K+
missing-mass spectrum, nearly at the same mass and width as the DISTO peak X. The investiga-
tion for theK−pp quasi-bound state could be reached through theK−+ 3He reaction (see Fig. 1).
This reaction was performed as an E15 experiment at J-PARC [21]. The E15 group suggests a
broad K−pp quasi-bound state structure at 15 MeV just below K¯NN threshold [21].
The kaon-induced reactions have been studied by Koike-Harada [22] and Yamagata et al. [23]
using the optical potential method. In Ref. [24] the (YK)I=0 + N → πΣN has been studied
by using Faddeev approach. In this calculation they employed chiral based potentials for the
s-wave K¯N interaction. Within their model, they have found a clear signal corresponding to
the strange-dibaryon resonances in the Faddeev scattering amplitudes and the (YK)I=0 + N →
πΣN transition probabilities. The K− + 3He → Λpn reaction was also studied by Sekihara et
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al., [25–27] to investigate the origin of observed peak close to the K−pp threshold in first run
of E15 experiment at J-PARC [21]. Two scenarios were considered to produce the peak. In the
first scenario, the Λ(1405) resonance can be generated but it does not correlate with p, and the
uncorrelated Λ(1405)p system subsequently decays into Λp and in the other one, the K¯NN quasi-
bound state should be generated and decays into Λp. From the calculation of the Λp invariant
mass spectrum, the experimental signal was reproduced in the second scenario and they definitely
discarded the scenario that the Λ(1405) does not correlate with p.
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FIG. 1. Diagram for the 3He(K−, N)K−pp reactions.
This study is devoted to study the pole structure of the K−pp three-body system. We study
how well the signal K−pp quasi-bound state can be observed in the πΣN mass spectra resulting
from reaction under consideration. We performed few-body calculations for the K¯NN − πΣN
system by using coupled-channels Faddeev AGS equations. The transition probabilities for the
(YK)I=0 + N → πΣN reaction are calculated. With this method, we investigated the behavior
of the transition probability for (YK)I=0 + N → πΣN reaction. Several chiral based and phe-
nomenological K¯N − πΣ potentials are used [24, 28, 29] to investigate the sensitivity of the the
three-body observables on two-body inputs.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. II, we will explain the formalism used for the
coupled channel three-body K¯NN − πΣN system and give a brief description of the transition
probability formula for break-up reactions. Sect. III is devoted to the two-body inputs of the
calculations. The computed transition probabilities are presented in Sect. IV and in Section V, we
give conclusions.
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II. THREE PARTICLE SYSTEM K¯NN − piΣN
The calculation of the K¯NN−πΣN three body system is based on the Faddeev treatment [30].
Separable potentials were used for describing the two-body interactions
V αβi,Ii (k
α
i , k
β
i ; z) = g
α
i,Ii
(kαi )λ
αβ
i,Ii
gβi,Ii(k
β
i ), (1)
where gαi,Ii(k
α
i ) is the form factor of the interacting two-body subsystem (jk), with relative mo-
mentum kαi and isospin Ii. Here, λ
αβ
i,Ii
is the strength parameter of the interaction. To take the
K¯N − πΣ coupling directly into account, the potentials are further labeled with the α values. The
two-body T -matrices in separable form can be given by
T αβi,Ii(k
α
i , k
β
i ; z) = g
α
i,Ii
(kαi )τ
αβ
i,Ii
(z − Eαi (pαi ))gβi,Ii(kβi ), (2)
where z and Eαi (p
α
i ) are the total energy of the system and the energy of the spectator particle in
α channel, respectively.
Eαi (p
α
i ) =
(pαi )
2
2ναi
, (3)
the quantity ναi = m
α
i (m
α
j + m
α
k )/(m
α
i + m
α
j + m
α
k ), is the reduced mass, when particle i in
channel α is spectator. The operator ταβi,Ii(z − Eαi (pαi )) is also the usual two-body propagator.
Using separable potential for two-body interactions, the three-body Faddeev equations [6] in the
AGS take the form
Kαβij,IiIj(~pαi , ~p βj ; z) = δαβMαβij,IiIj(~pαi , ~p βj ; z)
+
∑
k,Ik,γ
∫
d~pαkMαik,IiIk(~pαi , ~pαk ; z)ταγk,Ik(z −Eαk (~pαk ))
×Kγβkj,IkIj(~p
γ
k , ~p
β
j ; z).
(4)
After partial wave decomposition and where we assumed that only s-wave contribution will be
significant in our calculations, we get the following equations
Kαβij,IiIj(pαi , pβj ; z) = δαβMαβij,IiIj(pαi , pβj ; z)
+
∑
k,Ik,γ
∫
d3pαkMαik,IiIk(pαi , pαk ; z)ταγk,Ik(z − Eαk (pαk ))
×Kγβkj,IkIj(p
γ
k, p
β
j ; z).
(5)
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Here, the operatorsKαβij,IiIj are the transition amplitudes between Faddeev channels and particle
channels [6]. The operators Mαβij,IiIj are the corresponding Born terms. The inputs for the AGS
system of equations (5) are two-body T -matrices, embedded in the three-body Hilbert space. Fad-
deev partition indices i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 are used to define the interacting pair and also the spectator
particle. The Faddeev equations are modified [6, 7] to take the K¯N − πΣ coupling directly into
account. Thus, in addition to the Faddeev indices the particle indices (α, β, γ = 1, 2, 3) are also
added for each state (i) [31].
α = {1, 2, 3} = {K¯NN, πΣN2, πN1Σ}.
Since the total isospin of the system is I = 1/2, therefore, depending on the spin of the two
baryons, we should treat K−pp or K−d system. The total spin of the system remains unchanged.
Therefore, the baryon spins do not enter explicitly and the operators will be labeled by isospin
indices. In theK−pp system the spin component is antisymmetric, so all operators in isospin base
should be symmetric.
In present Calculations, we used the quasi-particle approach to solve the Faddeev equations
for bound state problem. The most important part of the quasi-particle method is the separable
expansion of the scattering amplitudes in the two- and three-body systems [32–34]. To find the
K−pp pole position, the separable representation must be defined for the three-body amplitudes
and driving terms. For this purpose, we used the Hilbert-Schmidt expansion method [33, 35].
Mαij,IiIj(pαi , pαj ; z) = −
∑
n=1
λn(z)u
α
n;i,Ii
(pαi ; z)
× uαn;j,Ij(pαj ; z),
(6)
the form factors uαn;i,Ii(p
α
i , z) are taken as the eigenfunctions of the kernel of the equation (5). The
separable form of the Faddeev transition amplitudes is given by
Kαβij,IiIj(pαi , pβj ; z) =
∑
n
uαn;i,Ii(p
α
i ; z)ζn(z)u
β
n;j,Ij
(pβj ; z), (7)
where the functions ζn(z) obey the equation
ζn(z) = λn(z)/(λn(z)− 1). (8)
Applying Hilbert-Schmidt expansion method [35] to the Faddeev equations of K¯NN − πΣN ,
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the following homogeneous integral equations for uαn;i,Ii(p
α
i ; z) are obtained
uαn;i,Ii(p
α
i ; z) =
1
λn
3∑
γ,k=1
∑
Ik
∫
d3pαkMαik,IiIk(pαi , pαk ; z)
× ταγk,Ik(z − Eαk (pαk ))u
γ
n;k,Ik
(pγk; z).
(9)
To solve the homogeneous system, we should search for a complex energy at which one of the
eigenvalues (λn(z)) of the kernel matrix becomes equal to one. We must work on the physical and
unphysical energy sheet of the K¯NN and πΣN channels, respectively.
Another purpose of this work is to study the possible signature of theK−pp quasi-bound state
in the πΣN mass spectra from the reaction (YK)I=0 + N → πΣN . The break-up amplitude for
this reaction in terms of the Faddeev transition amplitudes can be given by [36].
TpiΣN←(YK)I=0+N(
~kN , ~pN , p
′
N ; z)
=
∑
I
gpiΣ,I(~kN)τ(piΣ)IN,(K¯N)IN(z −EN (~pN))
×K(K¯N)IN,(K¯N)I=0N(pN , p′N ; z)
+
∑
I
gpiΣ,I(~kN)τ(piΣ)IN,(piΣ)IN (z − EN(~pN ))
×K(piΣ)IN,(K¯N)I=0N(pN , p′N ; z)
+
∑
I
∑
I′
〈[π ⊗ Σ]I′ ⊗N | π ⊗ [Σ⊗N ]I〉gΣN,I(~kpi)
× τpi(ΣN)I ,pi(ΣN)I (z −Epi(~ppi))
×Kpi(ΣN)I ,(K¯N)I=0N(ppi, p′N ; z),
(10)
where z is the three-body energy. To find the two-body energy, we should reduce it by spectator
particle energy Ei(~pi). Here, ~ki is the relative momentum between the interacting pair (jk). The
quantities Ki,j are Faddeev amplitudes, which are derived from Faddeev equation (5). Since the
πN interaction is neglected, in this equation the Faddeev transition amplitudes corresponding to
πN system are missing. Using Eq.(10), we define the transition probability of (YK)I=0 + N →
πΣN as follows,
w(p′N , z) =
∫
d3pN
∫
d3kNδ(z −Q(pN , kN))
× |TpiΣN←(YK)I=0+N(~kN , ~pN , p′N ; z)|2.
(11)
where Q(pN , kN) is given by
Q(pN , kN) =
p2N(mN +mpi +mΣ)
2mN (mpi +mΣ)
− k
2
N(mpi +mΣ)
2mpimΣ
(12)
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III. TWO-BODY INPUT
In this section, we give a brief survey on two-body interactions, which are the central inputs for
the present few-body calculations. The K¯N −πΣ interaction is dominated by the s-wave Λ(1405)
resonance. Therefore, the orbital angular momentum for K¯N interaction is taken to be zero. The
NN and ΣN interactions were also taken in l = 0 state. Since, the interaction in πN subsystem
is dominated by the p-wave component. Thus, in our few-body calculations the πN interaction is
neglected. All separable potentials in momentum representation have the form of Eq. (1).
A. K¯N − piΣ coupled-channel system
During the past two decades, different phenomenological [1, 28, 37] and chiral based [38–
44] potentials are constructed to describe the K¯N interaction. The phenomenological models
of interaction consider the Λ(1405) resonance as a quasi-bound in K¯N system embedded in the
πΣ continuum. The chiral SU(3) dynamics has also turned out to be a successful approach to
describe the K¯N interaction and the Λ(1405) resonance [38–44]. At and above K¯N threshold,
the phenomenological and the chiral SU(3) K¯N models of interaction produce comparable results,
while for subthreshold energies their results are different. The phenomenological K¯N interactions
are constructed to reproduce a single pole nature for the Λ(1405) resonance as a quasi-bound state
of the K¯N system around 1405 MeV. The K¯N − πΣ coupled-channels amplitude resulting from
chiral SU(3) based potentials has two poles, one of them is located around 1420 MeV [39]. while
the other pole with large width is located above the πΣ threshold. Therefore, the chiral based
potentials produce a binding energy of about 15 MeV for K¯N system, which is about half the
binding produced with the purely phenomenological K¯N models of interaction.
We used different models to describe the s-wave K¯N − πΣ interaction, which is the most im-
portant interaction in the present three-body calculations with K¯NN and πΣN coupled-channels.
We considered four types of phenomenological potentials. They reproduce the one- and two-pole
structure for Λ(1405) resonance and their parameters are given in Refs. [28, 29]. The parameters
are adjusted to reproduce all existing data on low-energy K¯N interaction. The K¯N − πΣ poten-
tials in Ref. [29] are adjusted to reproduce the experimental results of the SIDDHARTA experi-
ment [45]. Depending on a pole structure of the Λ(1405), we refer these potentials as “SIDD, one-
pole”and “SIDD, two-pole”potential. The parameters of the potentials in Ref. [28] are adjusted to
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reproduce the experimental results of the KEK experiment [46, 47]. Depending on a pole structure
of the Λ(1405), we refer these potentials as “KEK, one-pole”and “KEK, two-pole”potential.
Plus the phenomenological potentials, we also used two chiral based K¯N − πΣ potentials,
which are given in Ref. [24]. These chiral based potentials reproduce the elastic and inelastic
cross sections for theK−p reaction as well as the πΣ mass spectra.
B. NN interaction
In order to investigate the dependence of the πΣN invariant mass on nucleon-nucleon inter-
action models, we used two different potentials for NN interaction. The first one is a two-term
separable potential [48]
V INN =
2∑
m=1
gI,mNN(k)λ
I,m
NNg
I,m
NN(k
′), (13)
where λI,1NN is negative to take into account the short range repulsion part of the interaction. The
parameters of this potential are given in Ref. [48].
We also used one-term PEST potential from Ref. [49]. The strength parameter of the PEST
potential is equal to one and the form-factor is defined by
gINN(k) =
1
2
√
π
6∑
i=1
cNNi;I
(βNNi;I )
2 + k2
, (14)
where the parameters of the potential are given in Ref. [49]. The PEST potential is not repulsive
at short distances, but at low energies its phase shifts are close to the rank-two potential.
For the s-wave ΣN interaction, we follow the form given in Ref. [50],
V Iαβ(k
α, kβ) = −C
I
αβ
2π2
(ΛαΛβ)
3/2(µαµβ)
−1/2gIα(k
α)gIβ(k
β). (15)
where the form factor defined by gIα(k
α) = 1/((kα)2 +Λ2α). The coupling constants, C
I
αβ , and the
range parameters Λα are given in Ref. [50].
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Solutions of the Faddeev equations corresponding to bound states and resonance poles in the
(I, Jpi) = (1
2
, 0−) channel of the K¯NN −πΣN three-body system were found by applying search
procedures described in Sec. II. In Table I and II, the results of the present work for three-body
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K¯NN − πΣN quasi-bound state are presented. The sensitivity of the K¯NN pole position to
the K¯N − πΣ interaction is investigated by using different potential models. In Table I the pole
position of the quasi-bound states in the K¯NN systems is calculated for phenomenological models
of the K¯N − πΣ interaction and in Table II, we calculated the pole energies for energy-dependent
and energy-independent chiral potentials.
TABLE I. The sensitivity of the pole position(s) (in MeV), zpoleX , of the K¯N and K¯NN systems to the
different phenomenological models of the K¯N − piΣ interaction is investigated. V One−pole
K¯N−piΣ
and V Two−pole
K¯N−piΣ
standing for a one- and a two-pole structure of the Λ(1405) resonance, respectively.
V One−pole
K¯N−piΣ
V Two−pole
K¯N−piΣ
SIDD pot. [28]:
zpole
K¯N
1428.1 − i46.6 1418.1 − i56.9
1382.0 − i104.2
zpole
K¯NN
2320.7 − i31.5 2325.0 − i24.1
KEK pot. [29]:
zpole
K¯N
1411.3 − i35.8 1410.8 − i35.9
1380.8 − i104.8
zpole
K¯NN
2329.0 − i26.0 2327.6 − i19.5
TABLE II. The pole position(s) (in MeV), zpoleX , of the quasi-bound states in the K¯N and K¯NN systems
is calculated for energy-dependent and energy-independent chiral potentials.
V E−indept.
K¯N−piΣ
V E−dept.
K¯N−piΣ
zpole
K¯N
1407.2 − i18.5 1420.6 − i20.3
1343.0 − i72.5
zpole
K¯NN
2313.4 − i21.9 2346.5 − i22.0
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The position of a quasi-bound state in the three-body problem is usually defined by solving the
homogeneous integral equations (9) which comes from the separable expansion of the Faddeev
amplitudes. To find the resonance energy of the system using these equations, one should search
for a complex energy at which one of the eigenvalues of the kernel matrix becomes equal to one.
Therefore, as one can see from Eqs. 7 and 8, the Faddeev amplitudes will have a pole at this energy.
To examine the efficiency of the separable expansion method, we used another way to find the
K−pp pole position(s) without using the integration in the complex momentum plane. The signal
of theK−pp bound state would be seen in the Faddeev transition amplitudes. In the present work,
we studied how the signature of theK−pp quasi-bound state shows up in the three-body scattering
amplitudes by using coupled-channel Faddeev AGS equations. To achieve this goal, we must solve
the inhomogeneous integral equations for the amplitudes defined in Eq. (5).
Fig. 2 shows the calculated three-body scattering amplitude |K(K¯N)I=0+N→(K¯N)I=0+N(pN , p′N ; z)|
whose initial and final states are (K¯N)I=0 + N . The off-shell momenta p and p
′ are equal, 150
MeV/c and the real and imaginary part of the three-body energy, z, change from -100 MeV to 0
MeV. We used one-pole (left) and two-pole (right) version of the KEK potential for describing
the K¯N − πΣ interaction. Since the input energy of the AGS equations is complex the moving
singularities which are caused by the open channel πΣN , will not appear in the three-body ampli-
tudes. The calculated resonance energies of the K¯NN system by this method, have presented in
Table III. Comparing these results with those in Table I, one can see that both results are in good
agreement with each other.
When at least one of the intermediate particles is unstable, plus the signal of the resonance
states, one can see a branch point in the complex plane. In Fig. 2, plus the signature ofK−pp pole
position, we can see the branch points i.e., a threshold opening associated with the Λ(1405) pole,
situated at z = MN+MΛ(1405), sum of nucleon mass and Λ(1405) pole position. In the second row
of Fig. 2, we have shown the branch points for Λ(1405)N intermediate state. The branch point is
clearly visible, together with the cut that in this picture is chosen in the positive Re z direction.
In the second row, to make the branch points more visible the imaginary part of the three-body
energy, z, was chosen to be between -50 MeV and -12 MeV and the real part change from 2347
MeV to 2375 MeV. We used one-pole (left) and two-pole (right) version of the KEK potential to
extract the branch points.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The Faddeev amplitude for (K¯N)I=0+N → (K¯N)I=0+N reaction. The transition
amplitudes calculated using one-pole (left) and two-pole (right) models of KEK potential. In second row,
the imaginary part of z, was chosen to be between -50 MeV and -12 MeV and the real part change from
2347 MeV to 2375 MeV to make the branch points more visible. The three-body calculations performed by
using the PEST potential model for NN interaction.
TABLE III. The pole position (in MeV) of the Faddeev amplitude for (K¯N)I=0 + N → (K¯N)I=0 + N
reaction. The pole positions are calculated for one- and two-pole models of KEK potential.
V KEK,One−pole
K¯N−piΣ
V KEK,Two−pole
K¯N−piΣ
zpole
K¯NN
2331.0 − i27.2 2328.5 − i19.8
We investigated the dependence of the two- and three-body pole energy trajectories on the
magnitude λI=0
K¯N−K¯N
, when the K¯N strength parameter is increased from its physical value. Let κ
stand for an enhancement factor of strength of the I = 0 K¯N interaction:
λ¯I=0K¯N−K¯N = κλ
I=0
K¯N−K¯N . (16)
We calculated the pole trajectory for one- and two-pole version of the KEK potential. The
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behavior of the two-body K−p and three-body K−pp pole energy trajectories are quite different
at πΣ threshold. The pole energies obtained for three-body system are shown in Fig. 3 (B). The
blue dashed and black solid curves in Fig. 3 (A) correspond to the two-body results. The numbers
attached to the circles and squares give the corresponding values of the enhancement factor κ. As
κ increases, the binding energy of the system increases for both the two- and three-body systems.
In the two-body calculations of two-pole potential, the imaginary part of the resonance energy
becomes smaller as the binding energy increases and for κ ∼1.33 (at πΣ threshold) the resonance
almost becomes a bound state in πΣ channel. In contrary, in the three-body system the resonance
energy will have a non zero imaginary part at the πΣ threshold as κ grows, since the πΛ channel
is included effectively.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Resonance energy of K¯N (A) and K¯NN − piΣN (B) systems. The numbers
attached to the squares and circles give the corresponding values of the enhancement factor κ in Eq. (16).
The resonance energies calculated using KEK potentials for K¯N−piΣ interaction given in Ref. [28]. These
potential models can reproduce the one- and two-pole structure of Λ(1405) resonance. The solid lines show
the resonance energies with one-pole model, and the dashed lines show the resonance energies with the
two-pole model of the KEK potential. Here, zcm is the energy of the system in center of mass frame and
Mtotal is the mass of the two- and three-body system.
A. Calculation of the transition probability
The calculated resonance energies that have presented in Table I and II, give only pole positions
of the K−pp system. However, we know that these results are not a quantity that can be directly
measured in any experiments. To examine the existence of the quasi-bound state in K−pp system
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by experiments, one has to calculate the cross sections ofK−pp production reactions. We can use
the calculated results in Table I and II and also in Fig. 3 as guideline to study these reactions. As it
was said in Sect. I, the K−pp quasi-bound state can be produced through kaon-induced reactions
on light nuclei such as 3He and deuteron. The trace of the resonances would be seen in the
mass spectra of the final particles. In the present calculations, we studied how good the signature
of the K−pp system shows up in the observables of the three-body reactions by using coupled-
channel Faddeev equations in the AGS form. To achieve this goal, we must solve the coupled
integral equations for the amplitudes defined in Eq. (5), and then construct the breakup amplitudes
TpiΣN←(YK)I=0+N defined in Eq. (10). Since the kernel of AGS equations has the standard moving
singularities that are caused by the opened channel πΣN and are encountered in any three-body
breakup problem, we have followed the same procedure implemented in Refs. [51, 52]. Using
the so called “point-method ”, we computed the cross section of (YK)I=0 + N → πΣN reaction
and studied the behavior of πΣN mass spectra. The transition probabilities for phenomenological
potentials are depicted in Figs. 4 and 5. In Fig. 6 the three-body calculations are performed by
chiral based potentials for K¯N interaction and PEST potential for NN interaction.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The piΣN mass spectra for (YK)I=0 + N → piΣN reaction. The MpiΣN spectra
calculated using KEK potentials for K¯N−piΣ interaction given in Ref. [28]. The calculations are performed
by using the PEST potential for NN interaction. To investigate the energy dependence of the transition
probability, we calculated w(pN , z) for pN = 100 − 250MeV/c.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Same as Fig.4 but using SIDDHARTA potentials [29] for K¯N − piΣ interaction
which reproduce the one- and two-pole structure of Λ(1405) resonance.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Same as Fig.4 but for the energy-dependent (B) and energy-independent (A) poten-
tials given in Ref. [24].
TABLE IV. The dependence of the K¯N (first pole) and K¯NN quasi-bound state positions (in MeV) on
the λK¯N−K¯N strength parameter in the I = 0 state. We calculated the pole positions for three values of κ
parameter.
κ = 1.00 κ = 1.05 κ = 1.10
zpole
K¯N
1420.6 − i20.25 1414.4 − i21.8 1407.7 − i24.0
zpole
K¯N(+N)
2359.5 − i20.25 2353.3 − i21.8 2346.6 − i24.0
zpole
K¯NN
2346.5 − i22.0 2339.0 − i22.1 2331.6 − i21.5
In Fig. 4, we calculated the πΣN mass spectra using one-pole (A) and two-pole (B) version of
KEK potentials for K¯N−πΣ interaction given in Ref. [28]. To investigate the energy dependence
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of the transition probability, we calculated w(pN , z) for pN = 100− 250MeV/c. We investigated
the dependence of πΣN mass spectra on two-body K¯N − πΣ interactions, necessary for the
description of the K¯NN−πΣN system. Therefore, in Fig. 5, we calculated the πΣN mass spectra
using the one- and two-pole version of the SIDDHARTA potential for K¯N −πΣ interaction given
in Ref. [28]. The results suggest that a distinct peak of bound kaonic states should be observed,
regardless of the momentum value and the class of the K¯N − πΣ interaction. In the calculated
mass spectra for the two-pole model of the KEK and SIDDHARTA potentials, the second pole of
Λ(1405) resonance with its large width, does not affect the πΣN invariant mass. As one can see
from Figs. 4 and 5, all potential models will produce the mass spectra with the similar behavior
and two distinct bump structures can be seen in the πΣN invariant mass.
The results of the full coupled-channel calculations of the (YK)I=0 + N → πΣN scattering
using two versions of the energy-dependent and energy-independent K¯N − πΣ potentials derived
based on chiral SU(3) dynamic and non relativistic kinematics are shown in Fig. 6. It is seen,
that the three-body results corresponding to each version of K¯N interaction differ sufficiently.
Therefore, in principle, it would be possible to favor one version of the K¯N − πΣ potential by
comparing with experimental results. Within this model, we have found two bump structures
appearing in the (YK)I=0 + N → πΣN transition probabilities in the energy region around the
K¯NN pole position and z = MN +MΛ(1405). As it was said before, the second bump which is
situated at z = MN + MΛ(1405) is actually originated from a branch point in the complex plane
(see Fig.2), i.e., a threshold opening associated with the Λ(1405) pole.
To show that, these bumps are really corresponding to the quasi-bound state in the K¯NN
system and Λ(1405) pole and are not caused by threshold effects. Let us investigate these bump
structures in the πΣN mass spectra and clarify the origin of these bumps. In Fig. IVA, we
calculated the πΣN mass spectra using one- and two-pole version of the KEK and also energy-
dependent chiral potentials for K¯N − πΣ interaction when the magnitude of the (I = 0) K¯N
strength parameter is increased from its physical value. We calculated the πΣN mass spectra for
three values of the enhancement factor κ =1.0, 1.05 and 1.10. As it was shown in Fig. 3 and
Table IV, when we increase the κ parameter, the binding energy of the system will increase for
both the two- and three-body systems and the pole energies will go toward the πΣ(+N) and πΣN
threshold, respectively. Comparing the results of the mass spectra with those presented in Table IV
and Fig. 3, one can see that the bump structures in the mass spectra and the quasi-bound states in
Table IV will locate at the same energy and have the same movement. Therefore, one can say that
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the first bump structure should be corresponding to a quasi-bound state in K¯NN system and the
second bump structure is derived from a branch point in the complex plane.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Our results for piΣN mass spectra are presented using “KEK, one-pole”, “KEK, two-
pole”and also energy-dependent potentials for K¯N interaction and PEST potential forNN interaction. We
calculated the piΣN invariant mass for three different values of the κ coefficient. As one can see, when we
increase the κ parameter, the movement of the bumps location are very similar to the movement of the pole
positions in the K¯N(+N) and K¯NN systems, which are presented in Table IV and Fig. 3.
In order to compare the present results with those in Ref. [24], we calculated w(pN , z) for
pN = 100 MeV/c using the same K¯N − πΣ and a two-term type potential [48] with a repulsive
core and an intermediate-range attraction is used to describe the nucleon-nucleon interaction. The
πΣN invariant mass obtained with the two-terms V INN are shown in Fig. 8. Energy-dependent set
of K¯N − πΣ potential was used together.
In contrast to the results of Ref. [24], our results show that, plus the bump related to the quasi-
bound state in K¯NN systems, a typical bump structure manifests itself in the πΣN invariant
mass at the energy related to the quasi-bound state in K¯N(+N) system. However, this bump
structure in the observables dose not derives from a resonance pole and the origin of this structure
is the branch points. The behavior of the mass spectra is similar to the extracted results for the
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phenomenological potentials. The difference between the present results and those by Ohnishi et
al., can be important. In our results, we have two bump structure close to each other in the mass
spectra, one is related to the quasi-bound state in K−pp system and the other corresponding to
branch points which originates from intermediate Λ(1405). Thus, this effect should be taken into
account in theoretical interpretation of the experimental results by E15.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) The calculated piΣN mass spectra for energy-dependent potential is compared with
other theoretical results. The piΣN mass spectra for incident momentum pN = 100 MeV/c was calculated.
Our result is shown by red solid curve and the result by Ohnishi et al. [24] by blue dashed curve.
B. Averaged transition probability
In Subsection IVA, we calculated the transition probabilities for four discrete values of mo-
mentum, but, in actual situation the momentum p′N can occupy any value over a continuous range.
To include all these momenta into consideration, in this subsection, we calculated the averaged
transition probability w¯, which is given by
w¯(z) =
∫
d3pN
∫
d3kNδ(z −Q(pN , kN))
× |
∫
p′2Ndp
′
Nρ(p
′
N )TpiΣN←(YK)I=0+N(
~kN , ~pN , p
′
N ; z)|2.
(17)
where the function ρ(pN) can be defined by
1 = 〈ψ|ψ〉 =
∫
∞
0
p2NdpNρ(pN ). (18)
To define the wave function of the K−pp three-body system, we used the so called ”exact
optical” potential [28]. Therefore the πΣN channel has not included directly into account and
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we can drop the particle channel indices. Using Faddeev equations in 9, we can calculate three
Faddeev components, φαi,Ii(pi, ki; z), which are given by
φi,Ii(pi, ki; z) =
1
z − k2i /2µi − p2i /2νi
× gi,Ii(ki)τi,Ii(z − Ei(pi))un;i,Ii(pi, z),
(19)
where µi =
mjmk
mj+mk
is the reduced mass of the interacting pairs jk and also pi and ki are the Jacobi
momenta of the spectator particle and interacting particles, respectively. The K−pp three-body
wave function can be defined by
|ψ〉 =
∑
i,Ii
|φi,Ii〉, (20)
where ψ is the normalized wave function of the K−pp system, which is defined as a sum of the
above components. Figure IVB (up) shows the momentum distribution of the spectator nucleon,
ρN (p), in K
−pp system for various models of the K¯N − πΣ potential and Figure IVB (down)
shows the same distributions but multiplied by p2N .
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FIG. 9. (Color online) The momentum distribution of the spectator nucleon, (up) ρ(pN ) and (down)
p2Nρ(pN ), in K
−pp system. We used different kind of potentials to study the model dependence of the
momentum distributions.
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Fig. 10 shows the calculated πΣN mass spectra using one- and two-pole version of KEK (black
curves) and SIDD potential (blue curves) for K¯N−πΣ interaction. As one can see, the mass spec-
tra around the K¯NN threshold are affected by the kinematical effects and the peaks corresponding
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to the Λ(1405) + N branch point and K−pp quasi-bound states are not as clear as in Figs. 4 and
5. According to the Figs. 4, 5 and IVB, these changes were expected, because the threshold ef-
fects are stronger for low values of the p′N momentum and the weight of them in the momentum
distribution are larger than high momentum.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Energy dependence of the averaged transition probability, w¯(z). To study the model
dependence of the results, we used KEK potential (black curves) and SIDD potentials (blue curves) in our
calculations. The solid curves represent the results of the one-pole models and the dashed curves belong to
the two-pole models.
In general, Faddeev equations need as input a potential that describes the interaction between
two individual particles. It is also possible to introduce a term in the equation in order to take
three-body forces into account. Although, we think, that while our information about the two-
body K¯N interaction is not completed, the inclusion of three-body forces can not be necessary.
One can also investigate the dependence of the mass spectra on the two-body local potentials [44].
The three-body theory of reactions can also be formulated for local potentials on the basis of the
Faddeev equations. The work in this direction is underway and will be reported elsewhere.
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, in this work exact Faddeev-type calculations of K¯NN − πΣN system were per-
formed to define the binding energy and width of K−pp system. The efficiency of the so called
HSE method was investigated. We have calculated the transition probability (11) for (YK)I=0 +
N → πΣN reaction in the energy region between the K¯NN and πΣN thresholds. We have ex-
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amined how the signature of theK−pp quasi-bound state in the three-body K¯NN − πΣN system
manifests itself in the transition probabilities on the real energy axis. To investigate the depen-
dence of the resulting transition probabilities on models of K¯N −πΣ interaction, several versions
of K¯N −πΣ potentials, which can produce different structures for Λ(1405) resonance, were used.
Within this model, we have found a bump produced by K¯NN − πΣN system appearing in the
(YK)I=0 + N → πΣN transition probabilities in the energy region around the K¯NN − πΣN
pole position. We found, that we can find a distinct peak in the mass spectrum for momentum
pN = 100− 250MeV/c. In the present calculations, we also found that the shape and position of
the peaks in the transition probability are independent of the momentum pN of the initial (YK)+N
channel. Therefore, this fact implies that the bumps are corresponding to the Λ(1405) and K−pp
quasi-bound states. Since, the nucleon in the initial state covers a continuous, we should include
the effect of all momenta in transition amplitude. We calculated the averaged transition probability
(YK)I=0 +N → πΣN . Furthermore, we have shown that not only we can see the signature of the
K−pp quasi-bound state, but also, we can see the effect of the branch points in the Faddeev ampli-
tudes (complex plane) and transition probabilities which are resulting from Λ(1405) pole. we have
shown that the bump structures related to the the branch points can affect the peak corresponding
to the K−pp quasi-bound state. Thus, in the mesonic decay channel, we should consider the ef-
fect of the branch points and this reaction would also be helpful to reveal the dynamical origin of
Λ(1405) resonance.
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